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Towards hybrid explanability and interpretability

I As ML systems have grown more powerfully predictive,

I they have become harder for humans to interpret and to
explain their behavior.

I Yet if AI is to become broadly accepted and safe for critical
applications,

I interpretability or explainability are important properties.
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What is explainability or interpretability

I Difficult to define precisely and adequately.

I Explanations are pragmatic acts in response to a question by
an explainee who has a cognitive problem.

I The explanation should resolve that problem.

I Why did the liquid turn blue? (My beliefs don’t allow me to
determine an answer)

I An appropriate explanans should have a modal implication
relation to the explanandum.
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Explaining ML systems

I what we want to model: f : X → Y

I ML approximation: f̂ : X̂ → Y ,

I with data representation of our domain g : X → X̂

I Take X̂0 ⊂ X̂ and 〈X̂0, f (g−1(X̂0))〉 as training sample.
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Explaining ML systems

I We may want to know for a given data point x̂ , why f̂ (x̂)?

I We may also want to know fo x̂ why didn’t f̂ give us the
prediction yi (yi 6= f̂ (x̂))?

I explaining the behavior of f̂ , vs. using f̂ to explain f .
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Different ML systems

I Decision trees

I Random Forest

I Naive Bayes, Max ent, SVM,....

I Neural net architectures (Perceptron, CNNs, RNNs, Attention
based architectures).
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Approaches to Explanation: heuristic methods

I Lime, Shap, Anchor, very popular methods for finding
explanations.

I model free, and so not limited by complexity of ML system

I approximate the ML system with a simpler one

I no guarantee that the explanation is valid, namely that the
explanandum follows from the explanans.

I means we can’t rely on the explanation in critical systems.
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Worse

I Suppose explanation X e.g. age=45 & salary=50K

I X is consistent with instance (v1, c1)

I X is consistent with instance (v2, c2)

I And c1 6= c2 c1 = Y and c2 = N

I X is useless. Is X even an explanation?

(Ignatiev et al. 2019)
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Approaches to Explanation: Logic

I f̂ has a logical theory; a set of logic formulae Mf̂

I Every data point x̂ is also described by a set of clauses
(feature values) D

I Find subset minimal D ′ ⊂ D such that D ′,Mf̂ |= f̂ (x̂)

I D ′ provides an abductive explanation that entails f̂ (x̂).

I Using a logic of counterfactuals, we can also formalize
counterfactual explanations and provide proofs that the
explanations are sound.

I Exploiting counterfactuals can also provide logical proofs of
robustness.
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Logic-based explanations – current status

I Explanations for NNs, BNs– scalability issues

I Explanations for BTs – mild scalability issues

I Explanations for RFs – very efficient in practice

I Explanations for DLs – very efficient in practice

I Explanations for NBCs/LCs – polynomial time

I Explanations for DTs – polynomial time

I Explanations for BDDs/SDDs/etc. – polynomial time

I Explanations for monotonic classifiers – polynomial time
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ANITI publications in logic based XAI

12 papers published on XAI in 2019-2021

I 7 A* (top-tier) papers

I 4 A papers

I 2 NR papers

1. 2019. A*: NeurIPS, AAAI; A: SAT

2. 2020. A*: NeurIPS; A: CP; Others: AIxIA

3. 2021: A*: ICML, IJCAI, KR(x2); A: SAT, CP; Others:
CDMAKE
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Explanation as statistical relevance

Definition
Property C for some class B is statistically relevant for A just in
case:

P(A|B ∧ C ) 6= P(A|B)

Statistical relevance is something of course that learning
algorithms are sensitive to. But by itself statistical relevance isn’t
sufficient for a good explanation of why A given B. What we need
is what Salmon calls a homogeneous partition of B:

Definition
C1...Cn ⊆ B is a homogeneous partition of B with respect to A iff

P(A|B ∧ Ci ) 6= P(A|B ∧ Cj)

and there is no finer partition of B meeting this condition.
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Salmon’s proposal

An explanation of why b in class B has property A:

1. Given P(A|B) = p

2. and a homogeneous partition (C1, ...Cn) of B with respect to
A with b ∈ Cj

3. P(A|B ∧ Cj) >> p

4. and P(A|B ∧ Cj) > Pprior (A|B ∧ Ci ) for i 6= j .

Heuristic approaches exploit statistical relevance. But mere
statistical relevance isn’t enough; need statistical relevance relative
to a homogeneous partition.
Requires a Bayesian network or causal graph (NP hard from data)
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A bridge between logic and statistics

I We can define maps ∆i : X → X that shift feature values in a
minimal number of dimensions i s.th f̂ (x) 6= f̂ (∆i (x)).

I Every such ∆i defines a set of logical counterfactuals; and
every set of logical counterfactuals defines such a ∆i .

I ∆i can be defined by adversarial perturbation techniques.
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Transport counterfactuals

We observe two different distributions (a change) L → L′. We
infer a transport plan ρ : L → L′, which yields a set of
counterfactuals describing changing on some set of variables X due
to a shift or intervention on a set of variables S . These
counterfactuals give a set of weighted outcomes for a particular
intervention (the outcome need not be deterministic)

I Transport methods provide distribution aware counterfactual
explanations.

I link to logical counterfactual models.
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Causality, explanation and transport

I explanations are often causal—the explanans gives the cause
of explanandum.

I but how to represent causation?
I as logical proofs. Sometimes this works (explaining Boolean

circuits), but they are not always the same (explaining the
height of a flagpole in terms of its shadow).

I counterfactuals (Lewis 1973)
I as causal networks or structural counterfactual models (SCM)

(Pearl, Glymour et al.)
I inferring SCMs from data is hard (NP hard).
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Transport and causal models

I an SCM M obeying constraints SV and RE:.
SV: the SCM deterministically implies counterfactual
quantities.
RE: no hidden confounder between X and S and no variable in
X is a direct cause of S.

S X

UXUS

I an SCM satisfying SV defines an operator T describing
intervention effects on distributions.
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Transport and causal models

Suppose T with factual, absolutely continuous distributions P,Q.
If T is the gradient of a convex function, T is the Brenier map ρ
that solves the optimal transport problem from P to Q.

We get the same set of counterfactuals from ρ and the constrained
SCM, and for a plan between between an n-sample to an
m-samples can be found in O(nm) [Cuturi, 2013]
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Fitting Explanations and ML systems

I logical methods provide provable guarantees

I we have results for some ML systems that are very
encouraging.

I difficulties to scale up to complex neural nets. In the worst
case infeasible (Kutinyok et al. 2021).

I But finding good statistical explanations is also hard...

I transport approaches relatively efficient and links to causal,
logical and statistical approaches via counterfactual models.
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Conclusions

I AI is rapidly changing research in many fields as well as many
aspects of society.

I There is still a lot we don’t know about the foundations of
learning and about ML’s performance.

I interpretability/explainability is an important topic in our
efforts to understand ML better and to render this technology
more acceptable and more robust.
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